PYRAMID FACTS
The great pyramid was constructed by Atlanteans approx 75,000 years B.C. The location was
exact and precise to the inch and the last degree. It faces perfect north when built, and was
never a tomb as archaeologists like to presume. The measurements were based on cosmic
measurements and not as some ridiculous stories have it, a pharaoh’s thumb or length of elbow
to hip garbage. The construction methods are certainly not as the historians tell. There are
sections of stone that fit no known stone or quarry type in the world. This is simply because in
certain places within the pyramid many types of stone were homogenised into a plastic state
and moulded. This accounts for the perfection of smoothness in some places inside the
pyramid. The original finished pyramid had a slightly flat top, on which was mounted a solid
gold pyramid perfectly in line with the shape of the outer walls of polished limestone. On the
top of this gold section was a perfect pyramid shaped diamond. This then because of the
perfect lining of the north and south, the resonant measurements of every part, the coupling of
three different materials registering active passive and neutral in correct proportions (a trinity)
gave out a certain energy resonating with the earth’s magnetic field. This is why to this very
day electronic instruments go haywire within the pyramid due to these residual energies. The
purpose of this pyramid was many fold. One use was that it was an initiating temple for the
students of the mysteries, and entry could only be accomplished through astral psychic travel.
The fact that entry was only by astral projection gave the initiate a safe place of meditation and
test without any chance of interruption. Jesus underwent nine levels of initiation in this
pyramid when taught the Egyptian mysteries. Another use was that it could be used by the
consciousness to time travel. It was also used as a power source but today the energy is not
understood or usable by humanity as they have lost the full perspective of what the Pyramid is
all about.
There are supposed to be many more smaller chambers within the pyramid that as yet are
undiscovered. There is a school of thought that beneath the pyramid, the structure tapers down
in an exact mirrored replica of what is above. Scientists count this as fabrication, but they
cannot prove this at present because of the craziness of their seismograph instruments going
crazy with the strange energies present, and they are too stubborn to admit such a possibility as
them being ignorant of the true purpose of the pyramid.
Many of the heavy slabs were moved by an energy called vrill power, lost to today’s
civilisation except for a few high initiates scattered throughout the world. This power will
remain secret at present, for its use could be disastrous in the hands of anyone but a divine
personage such as the master Jesus or other divine messengers. If measurements of the
pyramid are studied astounding facts will be revealed as to the knowledge of the universe that
must have been known to get the construction as it is. The inner chambers are for definite
purposes of earthing energies, stellar projection etc. The full extent of this shall be only open to
initiates as they earn the right to this knowledge.
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